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Opinion
Glossary

Convergence: independent appearance of the same trait in different lineages.

Convergent recruitment: the process of homologous gene becoming recur-

rently responsible for a novel function.

Convergent substitution: replacement of the same ancestral character (e.g.

amino acid) by an identical character.

Epistatic interaction: influence of one gene on the expression of another gene.

Gene family: a group of homologous genes which are generally responsible for

similar catalytic reactions. Multigene families contain several gene lineages,

and these usually fulfill different functions.

Gene lineage: a gene family that arose via whole genome or gene duplication.

Genes of the same lineage are orthologous, but more recent gene duplications

can hamper the definition of orthology.

Homology: the relationship between genes that share a common ancestor.

This includes orthologs as well as paralogs. This term is restricted to genes

whose relationship can be deduced from sequence similarity.

Orthologs: genes in different species whose divergence is due to speciation.

Paralogs: genes whose divergence is due to single gene or whole genome

duplication.

Phenotype: the observable characteristic that results from the expression of

genes with the possibility of additional environmental effects. Phenotypes

include organism traits as well as all measurable properties of enzymes.

Pleiotropic effect: the action of a single gene on apparently unrelated
Convergent phenotypes provide extremely valuable sys-
tems for studying the genetics of new adaptations.
Accumulating studies on this topic have reported sur-
prising cases of convergent evolution at the molecular
level, ranging from gene families being recurrently
recruited to identical amino acid replacements in distant
lineages. Together, these different examples of genetic
convergence suggest that molecular evolution is in
some cases strongly constrained by a combination of
limited genetic material suitable for new functions and a
restricted number of substitutions that can confer
specific enzymatic properties. We discuss approaches
for gaining further insights into the causes of genetic
convergence and their potential contribution to our un-
derstanding of how the genetic background determines
the evolvability of complex organismal traits.

Evolutionary convergence provides outstanding study
systems
During the billions of years of evolution, similar selective
pressures have occasionally led to the independent evol-
ution of identical or similar traits in distantly related
species, a phenomenon referred to as phenotypic conver-
gence [1,2]. The recent wide use of genetic and/or phyloge-
netic approaches has uncovered diverse examples of
repeated evolution of adaptive traits including the multiple
appearances of eyes [3,4], echolocation in bats and dolphins
[5,6], pigmentation modifications in vertebrates [7–10],
mimicry in butterflies for mutualistic interactions [11],
convergence of some flower traits in plants [12–15], and
multiple independentevolutionofparticularproteinproper-
ties [16,17]. The multiple origins of a trait represent excep-
tional replicates of evolutionary processes and can provide
extremely valuable insights into the constraints and oppor-
tunities that govern evolution. In particular, comparing the
genetic determinants of the independent origins of an adap-
tive phenotype can shed new light on the role of genomic
background in restricting or opening new evolutionary tra-
jectories towards adaptive innovations [18–22]. In this
paper we discuss the potential causes of convergence at
the genetic level together with their implications for our
understanding of evolutionary biology in general.

When phenotypic convergence is caused by mutations
in the same gene
In the numerous reports of phenotypic convergence the
responsible genetic mechanisms remain largely unknown
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because their identification is often complicated by the
involvement of complex biochemical cascades as well as
epistatic interactions [19,23,24]. In some cases it has been
shown that different loci are involved in phenotypic con-
vergence (e.g. Refs [8,25,26]), demonstrating that similar
phenotypes can be reached through alterations of distinct
enzymes. However, other studies have traced phenotypic
convergence to modifications of homologous genes (e.g.
Refs [3,5,6,26,27]); in this paper such phenomena will be
further referred to as convergent recruitment (Glossary).

The independent involvement of homologous genes in
the emergence of a given phenotype probably results from
strongly biased potential for a given phenotypic change as
a consequence of mutations in different genes [28,29]. In
cases where the new phenotype repeatedly occurs through
a loss of enzymatic function, such as albinism or the
absence of specific pigments [7,12], alterations of genes
encoding elements involved in the biochemical cascade
that cause the trait of interest are more likely to lead to
the new phenotype. Silencingmutations also have a higher
probability of being fixed when they occur in genes that can
block the entire biochemical cascade without major dele-
terious pleiotropic effects on the organism. Therefore,
genes involved in multiple functions are poor candidates
for phenotype loss through gene silencing. However,
repeated cis-regulatory changes involved in the recurrent
loss (or gain) of organ-specific gene expression have
been reported [30]. Such modifications allow silencing
phenotypic traits.
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Box 1. Fitness landscapes over sequence space

Both proteins and DNA have an intrinsically digital nature – they

consist of a finite number of sites, each of which can assume only a

finite number of states. There is thus a finite (albeit very large)

number of conceivable genes of a given length. John Maynard

Smith [49] was perhaps the first to explicitly propose consideration

of a molecular sequence space (but see Ref. [50] for the allelic

analog) in which mutationally adjacent haploid genomes are also

spatially adjacent. Can we model an evolving population moving

through this high-dimensional space?

When mutation and recombination rates are high, populations

occupy a cloud of points in sequence space (see for example the

quasispecies literature; e.g. Ref. [51]). To simplify, many authors

adopt the strong selection/weak mutation (SSWM) approximation

[52]. In this regime the selective fate of each mutation (fixation or

loss) will almost surely be resolved before the next mutation occurs.

Thus under the SSWM approximation we can regard an evolving

population as following a succession of spatially adjacent (or at least

nearly so [53]) points in sequence space. Can we predict which such

trajectory an evolving population is likely to follow?

Sewall Wright was the first to propose projecting fitness values

for all genetic variants over sequence space [50]. This mapping from

each point in sequence space to reproductive success of the

corresponding genotype is commonly referred to as the fitness

landscape. Subject to stochastic population genetic effects, an

evolving population will ‘climb’ the steepest gradient to the nearest

fitness peak on this landscape, and given data on this mapping one

can compute the probability that an evolving population will follow

each conceivable trajectory through sequence space to that point

(e.g. Ref. [44]).

Note that although several authors have questioned the formal

coherence of the fitness landscape (e.g. Refs [54–56]) we believe that

little confusion exists when the landscape is defined as here. It is

however important to acknowledge that, in addition to the SSWM

assumptions, this predictive framework assumes constant haploid

fitness values (i.e. invariant environment, no frequency-dependent

selection, no dominance), and also disregards insertion/deletions,

inversions and other gross mutational processes not readily

represented in sequence space [23]. Finally, note that important

theoretical [52,57,58] and empirical [59–62] questions remain

regarding the evolutionary consequences of multi-peaked fitness

landscapes.
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(or activation) of a specific gene function without pleiotro-
pic effects.

The suitability of genes for new phenotypes that result
in the addition or transformation of a pre-existing bio-
chemical pathway is dictated bymore subtle requirements.
Novel genes can be created de novo from non-coding DNA
[31,32], but new functions generally evolve through modi-
fications of pre-existing genes. In this case, genes must
meet two broad criteria to be eligible for a novel function: (i)
they must have the possibility of being recruited for a new
task without deleterious effect due to the loss or modifi-
cation of the ancestral function, and (ii) their expression
profiles and kinetics must be suitable for the new task.

If the new function can be acquired without altering its
ancestral role (e.g. Refs [30,33]), the gene perfectly meets
the first criterion. This is also true when genes become
involved in a new function that replaces the ancestral role,
for instance when the acquisition of new biochemical
characteristics is a response to a switch of selection press-
ures after an environmental change or when the ancestral
task became obsolete. The recruitment of genes can also be
favored by genetic redundancy, which can result from
whole genome or single gene duplications. One of the gene
copies can acquire a new task while the other copy remains
responsible for the ancestral function [34,35].

Regarding the second criterion, the pool of candidates for
a new function is likely to be limited to genes encoding
enzymes with compatible catalytic properties or to genes
that can acquire them via successive substitutions without
strongly deleterious transitional stages. The genemust also
confer expression profiles thatmatch the new function or be
able toacquire the requiredexpressionpatterns through few
key mutations. In the case of C4 photosynthesis, C4-specific
NADP-malic enzymes (NADP-me) evolved at least five
times independently through modifications of NADP-me
initially involved in non-photosynthetic functions [36].
The NADP-me gene family encompasses four lineages,
but only one (nadpme-IV) was recruited in thesefive origins.
Unlike the other NADP-me genes, nadpme-IV displays a
transit peptide for expression in chloroplasts. This charac-
teristic is essential for the C4 pathway and probably
accounts for the convergent recruitment of nadpme-IV for
this new function.

Evolutionary significance of convergent recruitment
Convergent recruitment indicates that genes suitable for
creating a given phenotype are rare [20,28,29].Whereas the
absence of appropriate genes in some lineages can hamper
the acquisition of specific phenotypes, the presence of genes
that are able to acquire a given function can enhance the
probability that a given group of organisms evolves a new
trait. During evolution coding sequences have reached
different areas of protein space (Box 1) through the accumu-
lation of amino acid replacements. Some genes have prob-
ably reached regions of the protein spacewhere they became
suitable for the emergence of a new phenotype through
exaptation (i.e. a protein previously shaped for a specific
function is coopted for anewtrait). Testing thesehypotheses
about genetic evolvability and convergent recruitment
might shed new lights on the genetic constraints and their
impact on phenotype evolvability.
Convergent recruitment of the same gene lineage from
multigene families affords an ideal system for studying the
predisposition of particular genes for a given novel func-
tion. Two types of phenotypic similarity can increase the
likelihood of a gene lineage becoming involved in a new
function: catalytic function and tissue expression pattern.
We predict that, compared to the other members of the
gene family, a recurrently recruited gene lineage will
generally have a catalytic activity and an expression pat-
tern closer to those needed for the novel reaction compared
to other members of the same gene family. Both these
predictions can be experimentally tested. We suggest that
each paralog, identified through phylogenetics as being
present in the ancestral species, might be assayed for its
kinetic activity against the novel substrate or in the new
reaction in vitro. Similarly, temporal and spatial expres-
sion patterns of each paralog can be assessed using quan-
titative PCR or similar technologies.

When phenotypic convergence is caused by identical
substitutions
In addition to convergent recruitment, several studies
have traced phenotypic convergence to identical genetic
substitutions in different lineages [5,6,37–39]. Whereas
401
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convergent substitutions can theoretically occur in coding
and non-coding regions, most reports concern replacement
of the same protein residue by an identical amino acid in
independent lineages. After careful statistical consider-
ation [37,40] or experimental demonstration [27,41], the
adaptive value of repeated substitutions can be estab-
lished. For instance, various combinations of the same five
amino acid replacements on visual pigments (opsins) were
responsible for independent changes of color vision in
vertebrates, through similar shifts in the light absorption
maximum of the encoded proteins [27]. Similarly, identical
amino acid replacements at three sites within digestive
RNases were shown to be driven by adaptive evolution in
Asian and African leaf monkeys, and these independently
adapted the enzyme to ruminant-like alimentary systems
by lowering its optimal pH [41–43]. Amino acid replace-
ments are more likely to occur by chance when caused by
single nucleotide substitutions and those that confer a
Figure 1. Genetic convergence of C4 PEPC. (a) Phylogenetic tree illustrating the evolution

sedges (s), following Refs [47,48]. Each gene lineage is named according to Ref. [48]. T

grasses and in blue for sedges. (b) Detail of the phylogenetic tree of the grass gene linea

lineage s-1, according to Ref. [48]. C4-specific genes are in red for grasses and blue f

expected substitutions per site. On the right, most frequent amino acids at positions

indicated. Putative C4-adaptive residues are highlighted in red for grasses and blue for
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higher fitness will be preferentially fixed. Transitions to
proteins with better suited kinetics but which involve
transitional stages with lower fitness are less likely to take
place, and evolutionary paths that lead to optimized
enzymes via successively advantageous single nucleotide
substitutions will be more frequently followed [44]. Thus,
the observed adaptive convergent substitutions probably
result from strong biases in the likelihood of different
replacements in a limited number of proteins suitable
for the emergence of the convergent phenotype [18].

Adaptive convergent substitutions are expected to arise
when the mutated genes are similar because genetic sim-
ilarity implies that the probability and effects of amino acid
replacements are more likely to be comparable, increasing
the likelihood of fixation of identical amino acid substi-
tutions. Thus, the more similar the genes are the more
likely convergent adaptive substitutions will be. Pesticide
resistance was acquired several times through the same
ary relationships between the different PEPC gene lineages (ppc) of grasses (g) and

he gene lineage convergently recruited for C4 photosynthesis is hatched in red for

ge g-B1, according to Ref. [47]. (c) Detail of the phylogenetic tree of the sedge gene

or sedges. C4 lineages are numbered according to Ref. [39]. Scale bars represent

shown to be under C4-specific positive selection in both grasses and sedges are

sedges.



Box 2. Convergent adaptive substitutions and the

functional synthesis

Since the 1960s the study of natural selection at the molecular level

has been largely confined to the statistical analysis of within- and

between-species nucleotide variation (but see Ref. [63] for a notable

exception). In this research program, patterns of genetic variation

are commonly compared to expectations under the null model of

selective neutrality (e.g. Ref. [64]), and many examples of genes

under Darwinian selection have now been observed (e.g. Refs

[37,38,65,66]). However the statistical nature of this work leaves us

largely ignorant of the mechanistic determinants of natural selection

[67]. Recently, a number of workers have begun to address this gap

in understanding at the level of individual protein-coding genes.

First, given particular evolutionary starting and ending alleles, many

or all mutational intermediates are constructed using methods of

reverse genetics. Next, each allele’s contributions to whole-organ-

ism fitness are assessed. Together these data provide a picture of

the fitness landscape (Box 1) over which evolution between

endpoints must travel (e.g. Refs [44,68–71]). Moreover, at the level

of protein-coding genes individual mutational effects on organismal

fitness must be mediated by their effect on mechanistically more

proximal traits such as protein-folding stability, substrate-binding

affinity, and aggregation and degradation potential [72]. Thus, by

combining well-established techniques from protein biology, bio-

chemistry and biophysics it is becoming possible to dissect the

exact mechanistic determinants of natural selection at this level of

organization (e.g. Ref. [68]). This research program has been termed

the functional synthesis [67].

One important limitation thus far in work of this sort is the explicit

assumption of a particular genetic endpoint of evolution, whereas

natural selection is concerned with phenotypic endpoints. Thus,

characterization of the topography and mechanistic determinants of

the fitness landscape as described might not fully explain the

molecular basis of natural selection if evolving populations discover

alternative mutations that yield the favored phenotype. Applications

of this experimental program to cases of convergent adaptive

substitution offer a unique opportunity to overcome this limitation

because the repeated observation across lineages of the same

substitutions under positive selection strongly suggests that there

are only a few alternative genetic endpoints that can yield the

required phenotype.
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amino acid replacement in a given gene, either within the
same species or in taxa of the same family [45,46], and the
possibility of reaching a new adaptive phenotype through a
single substitution strongly favored this evolutionary end-
point. The pancreatic digestive RNases of some Asian and
African monkeys evolved new kinetics through convergent
adaptive substitutions [42,43]. However, the distantly
related RNases of ruminants evolved similar kinetics
but via divergent genetic changes [41]. Furthermore, it
was shown that the amino acid replacements that adapted
leaf monkey RNases would have opposite effects on the
ruminant enzymes [41]. This suggests that the repeatabil-
ity of genetic adaptive changes can depend on the evol-
utionary distance separating the organisms with
convergent phenotypes and thus on the genetic back-
ground, although some evidence demonstrates that recur-
rent recruitment is not perfectly predicted by the
divergence of the organisms [19]. For instance, changes
in coloration have been caused by convergent recruitment
in species ranging from reptiles to very diverse mammals
[19,21], but two populations of the same mouse species
acquired pale pelages by mutations of different genes [8].
Thus, the sequence divergence of recruited genes rather
than the phylogenetic distance between organismsmust be
considered when studying the genetics of phenotypic con-
vergence, although these are often correlated. The
repeated evolution of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase
(PEPC) optimized for C4 photosynthesis in grasses
recruited the same gene lineage (out of a total of six gene
duplicates) at least eight times and involved similar or
identical amino acid changes at a relatively high pro-
portion of sites (21/450; �5%) [47]. Another PEPC gene
lineage was independently recruited five times in C4

sedges (Figure 1) and, similarly, C4 optimized character-
istics were reached through repeated mutations at 16
amino acid sites [48]. Interestingly, only five of these amino
acid replacements were shared between grasses and
sedges (Figure 1). This suggests that different starting
points can open new evolutionary paths [41]. Nevertheless,
some changes were necessary whatever gene lineage is
recruited, as shown by the same five amino acid replace-
ments involved in multiple evolution of C4 PEPC from
genes that diverged more than 120 million years ago [48].

In summary, the biased probability of different replace-
ments leads in some cases to adaptive convergent substi-
tutions, and the extent of this phenomenon depends on the
similarity of the recruited genes. However, convergent
substitutions represent only a small portion of the adaptive
genetic changes putatively involved in new phenotypes
and are often accompanied by non-convergent substi-
tutions [37,43]. The importance of convergent versus diver-
gent amino acid replacements in convergent phenotype
switches will probably differ greatly between genes. Its
quantification would give strong insights into the role of
the genetic background in determining the novel enzy-
matic functions that can emerge under natural selection.

Concluding remarks
Whereas convergent recruitment suggest that only a few
genes have the potential to create a specific phenotypic
change, the occurrence of convergent adaptive substi-
tutions at diverse taxonomic scales tells us that some
substitutions are more likely to be involved in the emer-
gence of a novel adaptation. Studies of natural selection at
the genetic level can benefit greatly from the information
provided by convergent adaptive substitutions because
these provide naturally occurring genetic points under a
shared selection pressure (Box 2). Reciprocally, assessing
the fitness landscapes of different properties of the encoded
proteins is required to reveal the causes of convergent
adaptive substitutions. Comparison of the areas of the
fitness landscape crossed during the independent emer-
gence of a convergent phenotypewould help to estimate the
constraints operating on evolutionary transitions at the
genetic level. The possibility of considering convergent
modifications in similar as well as distantly related genes
would moreover shed light on the importance of the ances-
tral genetic architecture in opening roads to different
evolutionary optima.
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